PURPOSE: For the Student Government Association of Western Kentucky University to void all previous legislation pertaining to the gazebo (i.e. electronic sign, stage, and gazebo) and re-allocate all money currently being held for those projects to a new campus improvements project, the addition of new furniture to the back side of Downing University Center.

WHEREAS: The University Master Plan committee and other organizations feel that the need and space for the gazebo is not adequate for the WKU campus and further has said no to the addition of this gazebo to the WKU campus, and

WHEREAS: The money previously allocated to the gazebo fund can be used this semester to improve and modify the back side of DUC (facing Minton Hall) by replacing the concrete benches with new sturdier benches and also adding trash cans and cigarette receptacles, and

WHEREAS: The new furniture is a rubber coated steel that will last for many years and continue to look new with age, and

WHEREAS: The back side of DUC needs improvement because the benches currently in place are made on concrete and are becoming worn and falling apart quickly, and

WHEREAS: This side of DUC is frequently used by students and others and the addition of nice furniture will improve the overall view and comfort of this highly used seating area, and
WHEREAS: The furniture being placed contains eight black on black benches, three black trash cans and three black cigarette receptacles, all being made of rubber coated steel being purchased from Armor Coat Outdoor Furniture Company.

THEREFORE: Be it affirmed that the Student Government Association of Western Kentucky University re-allocates the $4500 previously set aside for the gazebo to the addition of new furniture to the back side of DUC.
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